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Introduction
If you are enrolled in a medical school, you must be aware that completing medical education is quite expensive. The 

initial four years are just the beginning and if you are unable to get through finances in your undergraduate years, you will 

not be able to make it in the future. To offer some ease to students pursuing a medical course, Gulab Goodness 

announces its prestigious Medical Students Scholarship program. 

The applicant should:

This scholarship program supports and promotes healthcare experts for personal and professional growth. This program 

supports student that are currently positioned in the medical field and demonstrates potential for contributing to the 

medical practice. Students enrolled in a graduate or undergraduate degree program similar to medical practice can 

apply for it. It encourages underprivileged groups and aims to offer financial support for their education. 

To apply for a medical scholarship program, you need to submit a case study which you have experienced and includes 

“What are the Odds? Modeling the Chances of Getting an Autoimmune Disease”.

This case study can be in the form of pdf or video, which includes content in the form of text and images.

This scholarship announces winners on the basis of our guidelines.

Students from any accredited university pursuing a full-time course in the field of medicine can apply for it.

Winners can use the earned amount to support various expenses related to their education.

The scholarship aims to support students so that they can become future leaders and contribute to the sector.

About

Benefits

Eligibility Criteria

Application Process

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Be 18 years or above.

Have enrolled or planning to enroll for a graduate or postgraduate course (MBBS, MD, MS, etc.) from an accredited 

college/institution/university.

Have completed high school / secondary school education.

Have completed at least one term of the medical course in college/university.

Be the citizen or permanent resident of UK, Australia, USA or Canada.

Not be a college dropout.

Not have a time gap between graduation and post graduation course.



You are supposed to email this case study on andrea@gulabgoodness.com before 15th January of every year.

Please note that your application may have a negative impact if you try to communicate through other phone numbers or 

email ids mentioned our website.

Gulab Goodness reserves the right to verify the details submitted by the applicants like student ID number, the course of 

education, the name of the college/university, etc.

The winners would be chosen by the panel of judges from Gulab Goodness. The decision by the judges would be final and 

cannot be challenged.

By applying to this scholarship program, the winners have given right to publish their name and photographs on the 

website https://www.gulabgoodness.com

The scholarship amount $5000 is every year reward.

Gulab Goodness can change the rules and regulations during the process of selection in the program except for the 

reward amount.

The winners are announced online on our website https://www.gulabgoodness.com and also informed through email by 

31st January of every year.

After receiving the details and case study from your end, our panel of judges would select the winners who would be 

notified through our website on 31st January of every year. The decision of the judges would be final, and no explanation 

would be given regarding that matter.

Besides the above-mentioned case study, you also need to email us the below details:

Terms & Conditions

4.

Name

Contact Details

Address

Student ID Number

Name of the College/University

The Course of Education Enrolled or Planning to Enroll

info@gulaboils.com / admin@gulaboils.com

www.gulabgoodness.com
+ 91 79 2213 1151 / + 91 99251 25251

https://www.gulabgoodness.com/
https://www.gulabgoodness.com/
https://www.gulabgoodness.com/

